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Supplies needed 

 Hand sewing needles  

 Iron 

 Tape measure 

 Scissors 

 Pins 

 Thread – you can also make you own thread from the fabric.  

 36x31 cm fabric – I recommend linen or nettle 

 + Extra fabric for the head banding. 

 

 

Method 

1. Cut out pattern (this is a size medium). Remember to mark A and C. One 

square equals one centimeter.  

 

 

2. There is to method you can use now, a or b. Follow the one you prefer down 

below.  

a. No lacing in between of the two coif parts. 

 

b. Lacing between the two coif parts.  

 

3.   

a. Pin the two coif parts together and sew it by using back stitch from 

the marks D-C. Afterwards you will have to secure your fabric from 

running. This is done by folding and pinning the trim down doubled. 

Then sew it by using the whip stitch from the marks D-B. This way you 

won’t be able to see the stitch on the right side.  
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b. Double fold and pin down from D-B. Sew it by using the whip stich. 

This way you won’t be able to see the stitch form the right side.  

 

4.   

b.  Between D-C make an interlaced herringbone stitch. This can be hard,   

      and I do not recommend this for beginners.  

 

5.  

a. and b.  Gather your pieces from A-B (shown on pattern) by using a 

running stitch. I prefer using this 2 times, so they run parallel. This 

makes it more even while sewing 

 

6.  

a. and b. Measure around your head. Double this up and cut out a X cm 

(insert the measurement) long and 6 cm wide piece from the fabric. 

Out from this you make your own bias tape. An Iron will be needed. 

 

7.   

a. and b. Find the middle of your headband piece (bias tape). Fold the 

band around the edge and pin it from B-B on your coif and all the way 

to both ends. Use a small overcast strict, or what you prefer. The final 

touch is to sew the headband ends together. You can also finish them 

as two separate ends and use them for binding. 
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Pattern  
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CAUTION 

I always recommend people to use hand wash, when the item is hand sewn.  

 

A LITTLE HELP 

Please let people know that you used my tutorial to make it.  

Do not claim this is your own tutorial. Please link to my blog when used.  

 

CONTACT  

You are welcome to contact me for any reason.  I’d love to hear your meaning so 

I can make this tutorial more useful.  Please use the blog or facebook for 

contacting me.   
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